rfu is an Austrian sustainable investment specialist, focusing on sustainability research in particular. rfu’s specially developed method is one of the most sophisticated procedures for external evaluation of corporate sustainability and is applied annually to hundreds of stock and bond issuers worldwide.

After the evaluation of around one hundred positive and negative criteria regarding the stakeholder groups employees, customers, society, market partners, investors and environment, a sustainability rating is the final result of the analysis.

The leading companies in respect to the above mentioned criteria are rewarded the „rfu Qualified“ status and included in the sustainable investment universe of rfu. This is provided to institutional investors for the composition of their sustainable portfolios.

Issuers which currently reach the status have the possibility to use the „rfu Qualified“ logo externally, for instance in their annual and sustainability reports, websites or press releases.

Further information about rfu and the rfu Sustainability Model are available on www.rfu.at.